At Carnegie Technologies we bring together the best and the brightest to challenge the status quo and develop real, revenue-generating
communications products that take advantage of the fundamental shifts in the communications technology ecosystem. Founded in 2010
following a successful 20-year history operating wireless networks and developing adjunct communications products, Carnegie Technologies
is a communications company with industry experience and engineering teams on four continents. We have deep expertise in software
development for mobile devices and cellular core network operations, that we now leverage to drive the development of the next generation of
communications technology such as connectivity expansion to remote areas, network performance enhancements, and the world’s only
comprehensive out-of-the-box IoT solution.
Carnegie is a rapidly growing company driven to make new and exciting technology. We offer competitive pay, great benefits and a place to
grow along with our quality products. We operate in a fast-pace but casual and collaborative work environment.
Our office in Belgrade is seeking to hire an UX/UI Designer. If you want to join our team of enthusiasts of all professional backgrounds we
would gladly welcome you on board!

Senior UX/UI Designer
Carnegie Technologies is looking for an experienced UX/UI designer.
As an UX/UI designer, you will be working alongside business and our development teams, on our own projects.
You will be participating in brainstorming, evaluation, concept development and application of design ideas. We expect of you to have an
excellent eye for design, with a high interest in UI design, human-computer interaction and behavior, and user experience.

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS



Strong working knowledge of design software (Sketch, Photoshop, Illustrator, InVision)



Bachelor's degree in Design, Computer Science, or relevant field and at least 3 years of experience in
the field or in a related area



Considerable experience in various projects in the field of web and mobile application design



Awareness of current trends in design, with accent on UI, Mobile and Web design



Understanding of visual design capabilities, including composition, layout information, hierarchy,
typography, and color



Knowledge of designing applications for Android, iOS and Web



Knowledge of responsive web design techniques



Good communication skills



Good knowledge of English language, written and spoken

WOULD BE TAKEN AS ADVANTAGE


Experience in graphic design



Experience with HTML/CSS (basic knowledge)



Experience with motion design, illustrations

PERSONAL


Solid technical English



Ability to use wide variety of technologies and tools



Good team playing and communication skills



Task and priority switching on daily basis is not a problem



Ability to deep dive into a problem if found

RESPONSIBILITIES AND EXPECTATIONS



Translate business requirements into demonstrable concepts through research, wireframes, prototypes,
and mockups featuring intuitive user experience and design



Identify UX and UI issues, while facilitating usable and intuitive solutions



Be on the forefront of creating and influencing decisions related to features and the form of the product
in development with your considerable experience in design and divergent thinking



Think strategically in interpreting current market trends and challenges, as well as user needs, to create
a perfect product with admirable looks and function



Deliver quick iterations of your design with user-centered approach in mind



Illustrate design ideas using mockups, process flows and sitemaps



Collaborate with business stakeholders, management, developers, product owners, and other designers
to present, articulate, sell and recommend design ideas



Ability to manage ambiguity, work autonomously, and multi-task in an agile environment



Translate research insights into product ideas and solutions.

WHAT WE OFFER


Competitive salaries



Flexible working hours



Private Health Insurance/Pension funding



Sports activities twice a week



FitPass program for individual recreation



Free fresh fruit, tea and coffee



Possibility for professional growth



Work in a fast-paced environment

Please provide your portfolio.

We are located in the city center near the fast growing and changing area of Savamala District.
Let’s innovate together!
www.carnegietechnologies.rs

